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ROLES

This research found that the following roles are basic requirement for 
successful development of a participation strategy within a local 
authority: guardian, champions, sponsor, partner and recruit. These roles 
are described on the following pages. Who will fill the roles differs 
according to organisational/programme context. There could be multiple 
people filling one role, or one person fulfilling multiple roles.

Consider how you could resource these roles or who might be willing, 
able or best suited to join your public participation 'project team'.

# Roles,

GUARDIAN

Provides continuity, coordination and central point of contact for the 
public participation strategy, ensuring its implementation and delivery 
is embedded into the local authority programme

Qualities:
● Secure, long- term presence and involvement in the initiative into 
which you are integrating public participation 
● Usually within the local authority 
● Ability to maintain and manage positive relationships with internal 
and external stakeholders
● Ability to monitor goals and stay on top of administrative tasks

CHAMPION

Inspires action, sets, spreads and escalates aspirations, fosters wider 
buy- in and builds interest and relationships

Qualities:
● Persuasive and inspiring, generates wider sense of ownership  
● Accessible, receptive and a diligent listener, capable of applying 
learning to the project
● Expertise and understanding of participation and 
potential challenges
● Clear, structured lines of communication to ensure this role 
has impact

Ideas for who this could be: 
An officer with a strong interest and/or background in 
public participation, citizen led development, services, 
or civic projects; project manager

Please insert response

# Roles, # Guardian

WHO COULD BE YOUR STRATEGY CHAMPION(S)?

Identify at the outset ...
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Ideas for who this could be: 
within or outside of the authority - officer(s), community 
leader, active community group, politician, expert, 
researcher or academic

Please insert response

# Roles, # Champion
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# Roles, # Champion
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PARTNER

Contribute funding, resourcing, knowledge, experience, technology, 
innovation, networks, relationships, amongst others, to shape the 
public participation strategy

Qualities:
● Useful to have multiple partners from varying fields to be identified
● Common understanding of project ambitions
● Trusting relationships

RECRUIT

Carries out the actions, and facilitates others, to develop a 
participation strategy, and carries this through to strategy delivery 
stage

Qualities:
● Enthusiastic and dedicated to enabling public participation 
● May already be involved in public participation or engagement work
● Remunerated for their work
● Useful to have local knowledge or relationships

Ideas for who this could be: 
community members, local business owners, 
politicians, internal teams (Communications, Policy, 
Community, Town Management etc.), developers, 
commercial, charities, academic organisations, 
tech companies

Please insert response

# Roles, # Partner

WHO COULD BE YOUR STRATEGY RECRUIT(S)?

Identify through SWOT mapping / workshop ...

WHO COULD BE YOUR STRATEGY PARTNER(S)?

Identify through SWOT mapping / workshop ...

Ideas for who this could be: 
Head of Programme, Assistant Directors, Director of 
Service Area, Corporate Directorate Director, Head of 
paid service (Chief Executive), Lead Cabinet members

Please insert response

# Roles, # Sponsor

WHO COULD BE YOUR STRATEGY SPONSOR(S)?

Identify at the outset ...

Ideas for who this could be: 
officers from across the authority, community 
members, local business owners, politicians, 
developers, charities, academic organisations, 
tech companies, manufacturers

Please insert response

# Roles, # Recruit

# Roles, # Partner

SPONSOR

Unlocks and maintains the allocation of adequate budget, resourcing 
and time to the public participation strategy

Qualities:
● Manages budgets and resourcing
● Within the local authority and influential at a senior level 
● Understand the importance of public participation and willing to 
vocalise support for the strategy

# Roles, # Sponsor

# Roles, # Recruit
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OTHER ROLE(S)

Every place, community and urban development is unique. There 
may be other roles not included in this guide that you believe are 
essential to the success of your strategy. You may require specialists 
for certain local factors identified through the Root Considerations, 
SWOT workshop or other means, such as working with hard to reach 
groups or ‘extreme users’ eg. assisted living, digital exclusion (age, 
income or situation), language barriers, disabilities or multiple 
situational barriers. 

Please use the following page to list these roles, describe what each 
role will do or provide, and identify who could fill it.
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